2019 SIDMOUTH SCIENCE FESTIVAL

Exciting curiosity in people to explore Science in their Lives

2019 FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS

✴ Build and race a jet car
✴ Get close to Emergency Service Vehicles and learn how science helps save lives safely
✴ Absorb the latest thinking of the implications of climate change on our Fragile Earth
✴ Explore the history of the colour blue in art
✴ Understand more about nature and how we may influence its future
✴ Enjoy over 1500 pieces of art work created by local schools especially for the festival
✴ Learn about science over a pint (or the drink of your choice)
✴ Discover more about gravity through the skill of juggling
✴ Listen to loads of interesting science talks and question the experts
✴ Walk the geology of the Jurassic Coast and experience a “Deep Time Walk”
✴ Visit a winery and the wastewater treatment works
✴ Launch a rocket, sample many other fun science experiments and much, much more!

WITH THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS

www.sidmouthsciencefestival.org
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SPANNING 9 DAYS, 76 SCIENCE FESTIVAL ACTIVITIES RECORDED 3850 ATTENDANCES
WE ASKED FOR “THREE WORDS” TO DESCRIBE THEIR EXPERIENCE.
HERE ARE SOME OF THEM.....

- Informative, entertaining, amusing
- Interesting, surprising, perceptive
- Moving, fascinating, humbling
- Interesting, thought-provoking, stimulating
- Engaging, informative, fun
- Vibrant, engaging, informative
- Excellent, challenging, thought-provoking
- Inspiring, challenging, fun
- Great, amazing, fantastic
- Fun, informative, interesting
- Memorable, stimulating, fascinating
- Great, amazing, yippee!
- Informative, hands-on, noisy

Word Cloud of all the feedback - the larger the word, the more times that it was mentioned
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CELEBRATING OUR EIGHTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR!

Our visitors

- 309 Facebook fans
- 6350 web site visits
- 4000 separate users
- 27000 page views

Our schools

- Festival related events organised at 8 local schools
- 1600+ students attended events in local schools
- 675 Twitter & 30 Instagram followers

Schools Involved:
- Sidmouth Primary
- Sidmouth College
- Newton Poppleford Primary
- St John’s School Sidmouth
- Tipton Primary
- Feniton Primary
- Whimple Primary
- Ottery Primary

Over 3850 attendances at festival events

Over 3850 attendances at festival events

1600+ students attended events in local schools

30 hands-on activities across these local schools
CELEBRATING OUR EIGHTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR!

34 speakers at festival events

76 activities over the festival period

Over 70 local and national groups took part in the events

Over 300 volunteers over the festival period

1.5 years of voluntary effort to deliver

131 volunteers on Super Science Saturday alone

17 festival sponsors and supporters

All staged at a total cost of £11,500
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